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After a brief historical backgroud showing evolution of the french fast reactoi fuel element 
from RAPSODIE to PHENIX and SUPER PHENIX we have examined the main points which have permitted to 
increase irradiation performance of the subassembly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Higher fuel element burnup values are 

required to improve the cost-effectiveness of 
fast breeder reactors. This increased perfor
mance, however, must be achieved without a 
corresponding increase in clad failures and 
with only moderate fuel assembly distortion. 
Moreover, compliance must also be ensured with 
core unloading and safety criteria. 

2. HISTORICAL BACKtIROUNI) 
Figure 1 charts the evolution in fuel 

element dimensional and performance characte
ristics from RAPSODIE-FORTI SSIMO to SUPER 
PHENIX 1. 

The basic furl element design concept has 
remained unchanged : mixed oxide fuel, helical 
wire sp.iccr, etc. However, the significant 
increase in the size and number of fuel pins 
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FIGURE I - EVOLUTION OF FUEL ELEMENT 
CHARACTERISTICS 
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FIGURE 2 - EVOLUTION OF FUEL ELEMENT BURNUP 
AND DOSE IRAPSOD IE FORTISSIMO AND PHENIX) 

per subassemhy has resulted in an appreciably 
higher power output, rising from 0.6 kW for 
RAPSOD1E-FORTISSIMO to 5.9 kW for PHENIX ami 
10.2 kW for SUPER PHENIX 1. The neutron flux 
to which the structural components (dads, 
hexagonal wrapper, etc ...) are subjected has 
also increased accordingly. As a result, even 
though studies have indicated that higher 
doses ore acceptable for these components, the 
permissible burnup has decreased from KAPSODIE-
FORT I SSI HO to SUPER PHENIX 1. 

Figure 2 plots the evolution of the dose 
anil burnup for subassemblies irradiated' in 
FORTISSIMO and PHENIX over the last 10 years. 
In each case, this evolution was made possible 
by successive optimizations. It should be 
noted that this improvrd performance was 
achieved with great rare and validated by an 
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experimental irradiation program taking ac
count of core discharging and fuel element 
examinâtiob at various levels. This explains 
the limited number of failed fuel elements in 
PHENIX (7 clads for nearly 120 000 irradiated 
fuel pins). The subassemblies containing the 
failed clad tubes were unloaded without diffi
culty, resulting in only a brief reactor 
shutdown. 

Figure 3 shows the range of irradiation 
conditions (linear power density and clad 
temperature) explored in RAPSODIE and PHENIX. 

These diagrams show that the objectives 
assigned to the initial SUPER PHENIX core are 
covered by the prior RAPSODIE and PHENIX 
irradiations. 

Moreover, other more specific irradia
tions have been performed to determine fuel 
element behavior in particular conditions and 
to assess the consequences. Examples include 
the clad failure program in the SHOE reactor 
/l/ or the RAPSOOIE fuel meltdown program 

m. 
Finally, a major effort has been made to 

develop models of the observed phenomena and 
to consolidate them into codes capable of 
describing subassembly behavior. 

3. FUEL ELEMENT DESIGN CRITERIA 
The objective is to relate the subas

sembly design to the attainable performance 
limits by determining the correlations between 
the irradiation limit conditions, the pheno
mena involved and the modifiable design para
meters. Allowance must not only be given to 
normal operating conditions, with uncertainty 
on reactor physics or manufacturing toleran
ces, but also to potential abnormal operating 
conditions. 
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FIGURE 3 - EXPERIMENTAL IRRADIATION CONDITIONS 
TESTED IN FRANCE 

FIGURE k - DESIGN PARAMETER EFFECTS ON 
IRRADIATION CHARACTERISTICS 

Figure U indicates the design parameters 
liable to affect three characteristics : the 
fuel pin linear power density, the maximum 
clad temperature and the burnup. The first two 
characteristics (linear power and clad tempe
rature) must be specified at the project 
stage ; any subsequent modifications are of 
only limited effectiveness, since the dimen
sioning of the other reactor components (e.g. 
the reactor vessel, steam generator, etc ...) 
does not permit significant gains in this 
area. This restriction is not applicable to 
the burnup, however, which can be considerably 
modified provided certain precautions are 
taken at the subassembly design stage. 

U. ACHIEVING HIGHER BURNUP 
The present limitation on fuel element 

irradiation levels is due to steel swelling 
phenomena under irradiation, and the resulting 
distortion of structural components such as 
the clad tubes or the helical spacer wire. 

The results of on going studies suggest 
that it should be possible to obtain substan
tial improvements in this area by the use of 
materials less sensitive to irradiation swel
ling. Figure 5 shows the gain achieved for 
PHENIX clads by the use of work-hardened 316 
and 316 Ti steels rather than solution annea
led 316 steel. Figure 6 shows a similar evolu
tion for the hexagonal wrapper tubes. In order 
to benefit from these improvements, however, 
the fuel element must be designed from the 
outset to prevent undesirable phenomena at the 
anticipated doses. Allowance must be made for 
the following points : 

Creep deformation of the clad tubes under 
fission gas pressure. Thus, the limited 
expansion plenum of the RAPSODIE fuel 
pins did not allow full advantage to be 
taken of improved clad swelling resis
tance on the standard fuel element. As 
shown in Figure 7, the creep strain in on 
the order of 0.6 %, much higher than for 
swelling distortion for a cold-worked 
316 Ti steel clad irradiated to 
58 000 WMd/t (83 dpaF). 
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FIGURE 5 - MAXIMUM DIAMETRAL DEFORMATION 
VERSUS DOSE FOR SOLUTION-TREATED 316, COLD 
WORKED 316 AND 
IRRADIATED IN PHENIX 

COLD-WORKED 316 Ti CLADS 

Fuel pin gap, to limit fuel-clad inter
action phenomena at the anticipated 
burnup values. 

Creep deformation of the faces of the 
hexagonal wrapper due to dynamic sodium 
pressure : the tube thickness must be 
calculated accordingly. 
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FIGURE 7 - STRAIN PROFILE FOR A FORTISSIMO 
PIN WITH COLD WORKED 316¥i STEEL CLADDING 
(58 000 WMd/t, 83 dpaF) 

Very conservative irradiation limits have 
been adopted for the first SUPER IHENIX 1 core 
load, corresponding to values already substan
tiated by irradiation in RAPSODIE and PHENIX. 
Nevertheless, the fuel subassembly was desi
gned for much more ambitious objectives 
(100 000 MWd/t, 280 dpaF). Optimization of the 
fuel element design and performance uprating 
will be based on the results of a major expe
rimental irradiation programm /3/. Previous 
experience with PHENIX has shown that this 
type of evolution is compatible with the 
general fuel element design concept. 

5. CONCLUSION 
French FBR fuel elements are characteri

zed by consistent design principles that have 
allowed and even encouraged progress at each 
succeeding step. In particular, the design has 
benefitted from new developments in internal 
structural materials, for which improvements 
in the irradiation behavior continue to be one 
of the keys to fast breeder reactor develop
ment. 
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FIGURE 6 - ELONGATION OF HEXAGONAL WRAPPER 
TUBES IN PHENIX 


